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Abstract 
 
A manufacturer’s incentives to undertake non-contractible investments depend on the profit 
margin on her sales to the retailer, and slotting allowances can facilitate such incentives by 
increasing unit wholesale prices. At first glance, it is tempting to conclude that slotting 
allowances should be particularly prevalent for product categories where the manufacturer’s 
scope for undertaking non-contractible sales effort is relatively large. At odds with this, The 
Federal Trade Commission, among others, reports that slotting allowances are more 
commonly used for product categories where the scope for non-contractible effort by the 
manufacturer is presumably relatively small. To scrutinize this puzzle we set up a simple 
model with one manufacturer and one retailer, where the manufacturer undertakes non-
contractible demand-enhancing investments. The predictions from the model are consistent 
with the market observations. In particular, we show that even a retailer with complete 
bargaining power may actually find it optimal to pay the manufacturer a franchising fee if 
demand is highly sensitive to the manufacturer’s non-contractible sales effort. For product 
categories where the scope for non-contractible effort is relatively small, on the other hand, 
we are more likely to see slotting allowances. 
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1 Introduction

Slotting allowances, which are �xed fees that manufacturers pay to retailers, are

widespread in the grocery industry (Bloom et al., 2000, Lariviere and Padmanabhan,

1997). Such fees have also become common in e.g. bookstores, drugstores and

record stores (Klein and Wright, 2007, Wilkie et al., 2002). There are two schools of

thought that dominate the debate on their e¤ects. The market power school argues

that slotting allowances are anti-competitive, for instance by mitigating competition

among retailers (Sha¤er, 1991) or by reducing product variety through foreclosure

of smaller suppliers and/or retailers (Marx and Sha¤er, 2007, Sha¤er, 2005). The

e¢ ciency school, on the other hand, argues that slotting allowances are e¢ ciency

enhancing in the sense that they solve channel coordination problems. The two

schools of thought are not necessarily inconsistent, though. First, anti-competitive

and e¢ ciency rationals for using slotting allowances may certainly coexist. Second,

they share the prediction that slotting allowances are more likely the larger the

retailers�bargaining power over the manufacturers.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC, 2003) accentuates three potential e¢ -

ciency rationales for the use of slotting allowances; signalling the quality of a new

product; screening among several new products; and increasing manufacturers�in-

centives to make demand-enhancing investments. A number of papers analyze the

e¤ect of asymmetric information, where slotting allowances are used as a signalling

or screening device (Chu, 1992, Lariviere and Padmanabhan, 1997, and Desai, 2000,

among others). In the present paper we address how slotting allowances may help to

reduce channel coordination problems when manufacturers can undertake demand-

enhancing investments which are di¢ cult to observe and/or verify for the retailers.

Such investments are by their very nature more or less non-contractible (see discus-

sion by e.g. Lal, 1990, and Desai, 1997).

A manufacturer�s incentives to undertake non-contractible investments depend

on the pro�t margin on its sales to the retailer and not on total channel pro�t per

se. According to FTC (2003), "Slotting allowances can facilitate these incentives

by allowing manufacturers to charge higher wholesale prices (thus higher variable
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margins for the manufacturer) while compensating the retailer through the slotting

fee." Along the same line, Farrell (2001) uses contract theory to argue that the

combination of slotting allowances and relatively high wholesale prices may be used

to facilitate manufacturers�choice of e.g. advertising, packaging, and warehousing.

FTC (2001) reports that the use of slotting allowances varies signi�cantly across

product categories. Slotting allowances are heavily used for non-perishable product

categories, such as frozen food and dry grocery, while they are less frequently em-

ployed for perishable product categories like fresh food, produce, and deli. Sudhir

and Rao (2006) analyze new product introductions, and �nd variations in the use of

slotting allowances across product categories which are largely consistent with the

FTC-�ndings.1 Interestingly, manufacturers�non-contractible e¤ort is presumably

more important for perishable than non-perishable product categories (for perish-

able products like fresh food, a signi�cant part of manufacturers�demand-enhancing

e¤ort cannot be observed and veri�ed).2 The empirical �ndings by FTC (2001) and

Sudhir and Rao are thus puzzling, and seemingly inconsistent with the prediction

that manufacturers�non-contractible investments are an important rationale behind

the usage of slotting allowances.

In this paper we try to give an explanation for the puzzle through a simple two-

stage game between a downstream �rm ("retailer") and an upstream �rm ("manufac-

turer"). At the last stage the retailer sets the end-user price, and the manufacturer

decides if and how much to invest in non-contractible sales e¤ort. At the �rst stage

there is a Nash bargaining game between the manufacturer and the retailer over the

wholesale contract. The wholesale contract consists of a linear wholesale price in ad-

dition to either a slotting allowance (a �xed payment from the manufacturer to the

retailer) or a franchising fee (a �xed payment from the retailer to the manufacturer).

1See also Kuksov and Pazgal (2007) and Klein and Wright (2007).
2This is likely to be true also for the delivery phase. Perishable goods are for instance commonly

distributed through DSD (direct store delivery), and are often sensitive to e.g. temperature, storing

and the chau¤eur�s driving style during transportation. The manufacturer�s e¤ort to ensure high

quality along such dimensions is typically di¢ cult to verify and make contractible. Non-perishable

goods, on the other hand, are more regularly distributed through the warehouse/logistics system

of the retailer than through DSD, leaving less discretion to the manufacturer.
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Consistent with FTC�s prediction, we show that it may be in the retailer�s own

interest to pay the manufacturer a unit wholesale price above marginal costs. Oth-

erwise the manufacturer will have no incentives to make demand-enhancing non-

contractible investments. However, in contrast to conventional wisdom we �nd that

the unit wholesale price is not necessarily higher with than without slotting al-

lowances. Indeed, the opposite may be true. The reason for this is that if the

wholesale contract only speci�es a unit price and no �xed fee, the retailer has no

incentives to care about total channel pro�t. He cares only about his own pro�t,

i.e. how much he sells in the end-user market and at which pro�t margin. He may,

therefore, �nd it pro�table to pay such a high unit wholesale price that the manufac-

turer undertakes larger demand-enhancing investments than what is optimal from

a channel point of view.

With a two-part wholesale tari¤ the aggregate pro�t will be distributed between

the retailer and the manufacturer according to their bargaining power. They will

consequently have a common interest in maximizing channel pro�t, and neither of

the parties will have incentives to stimulate demand above what maximizes aggregate

pro�t. This explains why the unit wholesale price - and thus demand-enhancing

non-contractible investments - may be lower with than without two-part tari¤s. We

further show that if the marginal e¤ort costs are su¢ ciently small, it may be optimal

for the retailer to pay such a high unit wholesale price that the manufacturer will

not expect to observe any demand unless she invests in sales e¤ort. However, if the

manufacturer invests in this case, his operating pro�t will be too low to cover the

cost of undertaking the e¤ort level which maximizes channel pro�t. In order for the

manufacturer�s participation constraint to be ful�lled, the retailer pays a franchising

fee.

We emphasize that our focus is on non-contractible sales e¤ort. Obviously, sales

e¤ort like promotion from manufacturers potentially play an important role in stim-

ulating demand for most kinds of goods. What matters for our analysis is not the

size of sales e¤ort as such, but whether demand is sensitive to non-contractible sales

e¤ort by the manufacturer.
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1.1 Some Related Literature

Sha¤er (1991), who may be considered the founder of the market power school, ana-

lyzes competition between two retailers in the end-user market. He assumes that the

retailers have complete bargaining power over manufacturers, and shows that a high

wholesale price may help to soften retail competition and increase end-user prices.

Consumers are harmed, but channel pro�t increases, and is captured by the retail-

ers through slotting allowances.3 By the same token, in the present context slotting

allowances may increase both the wholesale and the end-user price. Other things

equal, this has a negative e¤ect both on the retailer and on the consumers. However,

the higher wholesale price increases the manufacturer�s investment incentives in e.g.

quality control, and we show that this e¤ect may be so strong that both retailer

pro�t and consumer surplus are higher with than without slotting allowances.4

The present analysis is most closely related to the strand of literature that ana-

lyzes how vertical restraints can solve channel coordination problems. Since bargain-

ing power conventionally has been assumed to be in the hands of the manufacturer

(the franchisor), the majority of papers focus on non-contractible sales e¤ort by

the retailer (the franchisee). If the manufacturer has all the bargaining power, and

the retailer is the one who makes unobservable sales e¤ort, we will in absence of

vertical restraints have a standard double marginalization problem. In this case the

manufacturer may achieve the same outcome as under channel integration by using

3In an extension of Sha¤er (1991), Foros and Kind (2008) show that when retail chains are

forming buyer groups for procurement activities, slotting allowances may be used to dampen intra-

retailer competition even if rival retail chains cannot observe the wholesale contracts. As mentioned

above, there have also been concerns that slotting allowances may have anti-competitive e¤ects

through foreclosure of smaller suppliers and/or retailers, see Sha¤er (2005) and Marx and Sha¤er

(2007).
4Under asymmetric information, where the manufacturer has private information about e.g.

product quality, slotting allowances may be used as a signaling or screening device (Chu, 1992,

Lariviere and Padmanabhan, 1997, and Desai, 2000). Slotting allowances may also be used to

balance the risk between manufacturer and retailers regarding new products (Sullivan, 1997).

Bloom et al. (2000) and Rao and Mahi (2003) �nd no support for slotting allowances as a signaling

device in the grocery industry. In contrast, Sudhir and Rao (2006) and Sullivan (1997) �nd some

empirical support for the signaling rationale.
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a two-part tari¤, i.e. a franchising fee in addition to a unit wholesale price (see

e.g. Lal, 1990). Lal (1990), Desai (1997) and Rao and Srinavasan (1995) assume

that both the retailer and the manufacturer undertake value-adding sales e¤ort that

cannot be observed by the other party. Lal (1990) argues that an ancillary restraint

(in addition to a two-part tari¤) is needed only if both the manufacturer and the re-

tailer undertake non-contractible sales e¤ort. Below, we show that this need not be

the case: a two-part tari¤ is unable to achieve the outcome with channel integration

even if only the manufacturer undertakes non-contractible sales e¤ort.

The channel coordination problem is thus more complex if the manufacturer is

the one that makes non-contractible e¤ort compared to the case where the retailer

makes such e¤ort. The reason is that when the retailer makes non-contractible

e¤ort, he will internalize the demand-enhancing e¤ect of this e¤ort when he sets the

end-user price. A two-part tari¤ is then su¢ cient to replicate the outcome under

channel integration (see e.g. Lal, 1990). In contrast, a manufacturer can only be

induced to make non-contractible e¤ort to the extent that the unit wholesale price

is set above marginal production costs. However, this will at the same time induce

a double marginalization problem, and a two-part tari¤ is not su¢ cient to achieve

the same outcome as under channel integration.

In a recent paper Kuksov and Pazgal (2007) discuss the role of retail competition

and bargaining power. They abstract frommanufacturer investments, and show that

slotting allowances cannot arise in equilibrium in absence of retail competition. Like

us, they scrutinize on the puzzle that slotting allowances are more frequently used for

less perishable products. In their model tougher retail competition leads to more

slotting allowances, and competition is more intense for non-perishable products.

Hence, Kuksov and Pazgal (2007) and the present paper may o¤er complementary

and mutually reinforcing explanations for the above mentioned puzzle.

2 The Model

We consider a channel model with one retailer and one manufacturer, where the man-

ufacturer may undertake non-contractible sales e¤ort that increase the consumers�
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willingness to pay for the good sold by the retailer in the end-user market.5

The retailer faces the linear demand curve eq = v + x � p + �, where v is the
market potential, x is the level of sales e¤ort by the manufacturer, p is the retail

price, and � is an uncertainty term with mean zero. De�ning E[eq] � q; expected

demand can be written as

q = v + x� p: (1)

The manufacturer�s cost of providing sales e¤ort is given by C(x) = �x2=2; and is

independent of the quantity sold in the retail market. This speci�cation corresponds

to the case where the sales e¤ort for instance consists of di¤erent kinds of promotion

activities, advertising outlays and product quality controls. Our interpretation of

the parameter � is related to the degree to which non-contractible e¤ort can be

undertaken. A low value of � is taken to imply that there is substantial scope

for non-contractible e¤ort, whereas a high value implies that it is more di¢ cult to

exert such e¤ort. We thus interpret � as the sensitivity of demand with respect

to the manufacturer�s sales e¤ort. In the formal model, however, � a¤ects the

manufacturer�s cost of sales e¤ort, but does not a¤ect consumer demand directly.

We do this for the sake of simplicity, and the qualitative results would be similar if

we had put restrictions on consumers�utility rather than on the cost of e¤ort.6

In order to ensure that the second-order conditions are satis�ed in all the cases

we consider below, we shall make the following assumption:

Assumption: � > 1=2

Upstream marginal costs equal c; and we normalize the channel�s unit costs at

the downstream level to zero.
5We abstract from the possibility that the parties undertake contractible sales e¤ort, since the

model otherwise becomes more complex without adding any new insight. The consequences of

allowing the retailer to undertake non-contractible sales e¤ort are discussed in the Introduction.
6If the manufacturer�s sales e¤ort is observed and veri�ed by the retailer, the level of e¤ort

may be agreed on directly in a contract. For some type of advertising the level of outlays may be

observed, but it may nonetheless be di¢ cult to verify the e¤ort level (see the Introduction). In

general, it is unlikely that it is possible to write complete and enforceable contracts on retail sales

e¤orts.
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2.1 Benchmark: The Integrated Channel

Channel pro�t is maximized by solving the optimization problem

max
p;x

�ic = (p� c)q �
�x2

2
; (2)

where subscript ic is short-hand for integrated channel.

The integrated channel�s �rst-order conditions read

@�ic
@x

= 0 => (p� c)� �x = 0 and @�ic
@p

= 0 => q + (p� c)dq
dp
= 0; (3)

where we note for later use that @�ic=@p = 0 can be reformulated as

p =
v + x

2
+
c

2
: (4)

Solving the expressions in (3) simultaneously we �nd

xic =
1

2�� 1 (v � c) ; pic =
(v + c)�� c
2�� 1 : (5)

The FOCs describe an equilibrium if � > 1=2; in which case channel pro�t equals

�ic =
�

2 (2�� 1) (v � c)
2 :

2.2 The Disintegrated Channel

In the rest of the paper we consider a disintegrated channel, such that the retailer

and the manufacturer non-cooperatively maximize pro�t. Total channel pro�t in

the disintegrated channel is given by

� = �r + �m (6)

We analyze the following two-stage game:

At stage 1 there is a Nash bargaining game over a wholesale tari¤ T (w; S) =

wq � S, where w is the unit wholesale price and S R 0 is a �xed fee. If S > 0

the manufacturer pays the retailer a slotting fee, while we have a franchising fee if
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S < 0. At stage 2 the manufacturer�s sales e¤ort (x) and the retailer�s choice of

end-user price (p) are determined simultaneously.7

The pro�ts of the retailer (subscript r) and the manufacturer (subscript m) are

consequently given by respectively

�r = (p� w) (v + x� p) + S (7)

and

�m = (w � c) (v + x� p)�
�

2
x2 � S: (8)

2.2.1 Stage 2

We solve the game by using backward induction. Since the outcome of the second

stage neither depends on the sign or size of S nor on the distribution of bargain-

ing power, the �rst-order conditions for stage 2 are found by solving @�m=@x =

@�r=@p = 0 in equations (7) and (8). We thus have

@�m
@x

= 0 => (w � c)� �x = 0 and @�r
@p

= 0 => q + (p� w)dq
dp
= 0: (9)

The retailer will never sell the good below his marginal costs. This means that

we must have p � w: Comparing equations (3) and (9) we therefore immediately

see that the e¤ort level in the disintegrated channel is (weakly) lower than the

one which maximizes total pro�t for a given p. The reason is that the integrated

channel makes e¤ort investments until the entire channel�s marginal pro�t (p� c) is
equal to marginal investment costs (�x); while the disintegrated channel invests only

up to the point where the manufacturer�s marginal pro�t (w � c) equals marginal
investment costs (�x).

7If we had included contractible sales e¤ort, it might be natural to assume that this activity

takes place at stage 1. Non-contractible sales e¤ort, on the other hand, should be modelled as

taking place in the last stage, since it has no commitment value. Note also that it is reasonable

to assume that the wholesale tari¤ is decided before retail prices. This is due to the fact that

retailers do not have long-term contracts with their customers, while the wholesale contractual

arrangements are often �xed for no less than one year (see e.g. discussion by Rey and Stiglitz,

1995).
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Solving @�r=@p = 0 we �nd

p = (w + x+ v) =2; (10)

which means that the retailer sets an end-user price which is increasing in his mar-

ginal costs (w). In contrast, for the integrated channel it follows from @�ic=@p = 0

that p = (c+ x+ v) =2: Other things equal, the end-user price will therefore be

higher in the disintegrated channel if w � c (double marginalization): However,

since the e¤ort level x will be relatively low in the disintegrated channel, we cannot

ascertain at the outset whether the end-user price will be lower in the disintegrated

or the integrated channel.

Solving the two FOCs in (9) simultaneously yields

p(w) =
v + w

2
+
w � c
2�

and x(w) =
w � c
�

: (11)

The simple expressions in equation (11) indicate that there will be a trade-o¤

when the wholesale tari¤ is determined at stage 1: A higher value of w increases the

retailer�s marginal costs and may lead to an excessively high end-user price, but will

also give the manufacturer stronger incentives to make e¤ort investments. Indeed,

the manufacturer will not make any investments unless the pro�t margin is positive;

if w � c she will optimally set x� = 0:
Since the manufacturer�s e¤ort level is non-contractible, she might have incen-

tives to shirk and set x = 0 unless the contract between the manufacturer and

retailer makes this unpro�table. For the analysis to follow it is now useful to note

the following:

Remark 1: Suppose that the manufacturer sets x = 0: Then expected demand

is positive if and only if w < v:

Proof: Inserting for (10) into the demand function (1) we �nd q = (v � w + x) =2: It
follows that with x = 0 we have q > 0 i¤ w < v; i.e. if the unit wholesale price is

strictly below the consumers�willingness to pay for the good when the manufacturer

makes no e¤ort: Q.E.D.
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Combining (7), (8), and (11) we �nd that the �rst-order conditions at stage 2

give rise to the following pro�t levels:

�r =

�
(v � w)�+ (w � c)

2�

�2
+ S and �m =

(v � w) (w � c)
2

� S: (12)

2.2.2 Stage 1

We assume a Nash bargaining game, where the bargaining power of the manufacturer

is � 2 [0; 1] and the retailer�s bargaining power is 1� �. At stage 1 we thus solve

fw; Sg = argmax (�m)� (�r)1��

where �m and �r are the pro�ts if both parties accept the agreement. The disagree-

ment point is assumed to be zero. The �rst order conditions with respect to S and

w are given by respectively

��r
d�m
dS

+ (1� �)�m
d�r
dS

= 0 (13)

��r
d�m
dw

+ (1� �)�m
d�r
dw

= 0: (14)

By using equations (7) and (8) we can solve equations (13) and (14) to �nd that

w� = v � N(�)

N(�) + �
(v � c) and (15)

S� =

�
N(�)

N(�) + �
� �+ 2

2
�

�
� (v � c)2

2 (N(�) + �)
; (16)

where N(�) � �2 + � � 1:The denominator (N(�) + �) is positive in the relevant
area, i.e. for � > 1=2.

With a two-part tari¤, the �xed fee will be used to distribute aggregate pro�t

between the manufacturer and the retailer according to their bargaining power (the

higher the manufacturer�s bargaining power, the smaller the slotting fee: dS�=d� <

0). The �rms consequently have a common interest in choosing the unit wholesale

price so as to maximize total channel pro�t. This explains why w� is independent

of the distribution of bargaining power �.
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From equation (15) we further have w��c = � v�c
N(�)+�

; which shows that the unit

wholesale price is higher than marginal costs for any �nite value of �. The parties

are therefore not able to avoid the double marginalization problem even though they

use a two-part tari¤. This implies that total channel pro�t is lower than what can

be achieved under channel integration (only in the limit �!1 do we have w� = c).

The reason why w� is set above marginal costs is simply that the manufacturer will

otherwise have no incentives to invest in e¤ort, and in equilibrium we have

x� =
v � c

N(�) + �
and q� = �

1 + �

2 (N(�) + �)
(v � c) : (17)

Note that since w� is independent of �; the same is true for x�: The distribution

of the bargaining power thus only determines the sign and size of the �xed fee S:

The dividing line between slotting allowances (S� > 0) and franchising fees (S� < 0)

can be found by solving for S� = 0 in equation (16):

S� = 0 if � = e�(�) � 2N(�)

(�+ 2) (N(�) + �)
: (18)

The term N(�) is positive if � > � �
�p
5� 1

�
=2 � 0:62; in which case e�(�) > 0:

We can now state:

Proposition 1 The market equilibrium yields slotting allowances if � < e�(�) and
franchising fees if � > e�(�):
Suppose � < �: From equations (15) and (18) we then see that w� > v ande�(�) < 0: This has the following interesting implication:

Proposition 2 Assume that � 2
�
1
2
; �
�
: Even if the retailer had the whole bargain-

ing power (� = 0), he would pay a �xed fee to the manufacturer (S� < 0).

A �xed fee from the retailer to the manufacturer is commonly described as a

franchising fee, and taken to imply that the manufacturer has the bargaining power.

This is not true here, since a franchising fee may also be observed even if the whole

bargaining power is in the hands of the retailer and w > c. The reason for this

somewhat surprising result, is that w� > v if the marginal e¤ort costs are su¢ ciently
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low (i.e. if � < �): According to Remark 1 the manufacturer will then expect zero

demand if she sets x = 0: However, we also see from equation (12) that her pro�t

will be negative if S = 0 and she sets x > 0. In order to ful�ll the manufacturer�s

participation constraint, the retailer must thus pay a franchising fee (also for � = 0).

An example might be clarifying. Suppose that � = 0:55: Equation (17) then

implies that aggregate pro�t in the disintegrated channel is maximized if x� = 2:48;

which from (15) requires that w� = 1:37: This implies that the manufacturer�s

investment costs are equal to �
2
(x�)2 = 1:70(v� c)2; while her variable pro�t is only

(w� � c)q� = 1:45(v � c)2: Unless the manufacturer receives a franchising fee which
at least covers this di¤erence, she will not sign a contract with the retailer: Even if

the retailer has the full bargaining power he must therefore pay the manufacturer a

franchising fee, and from equation (16) we consequently �nd S� = � 0:25(v� c)2 at
� = 0.

Other things equal, the retailer�s ability to demand slotting allowances is in-

creasing in his bargaining power (decreasing in �). However, Proposition 2 makes

it clear that the retailer cannot demand any slotting allowances if � is su¢ ciently

low. Neither can there be any slotting allowances in the limit � ! 1; the channel
participants will clearly not want to induce any sales e¤ort if the costs of doing so are

in�nitely high. In this case the equilibrium unit wholesale price will consequently

be set equal to marginal costs (lim�!1w
� = c), leaving no operating pro�t to the

manufacturer. The possibility of positive slotting allowances can therefore only arise

for intermediate values of �: Di¤erentiating equation (18) we consequently �nd thate�(�) is hump-shaped, as illustrated in Figure 1. The peak is at e�(�) � 0:37; where
� � 1:48; such that there will be no slotting allowances if � > e�(�).
We will observe franchising fees above the curve e�(�). To what extent we will

observe slotting allowances below the curve, depends on the bargaining power of

the retailer. Suppose that � = 0:3; as indicated by the dotted horizontal line in

Figure 1. Slotting allowances then occur only in the shaded area. Outside this

area the manufacturer receives a franchising fee, either because she is in a strong

bargaining position or because it is necessitated to ful�ll her participation constraint

when marginal e¤ort costs are "low" (c.f Proposition 2).
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Figure 1: Occurance of slotting allowances.

From Proposition 1, and as illustrated in Figure 1, we have the following corol-

lary:

Corollary 1: Assume that the retailer�s bargaining power is su¢ ciently high

that � < e�(�): Then slotting allowances occur for intermediate levels of �. For
polar cases, i.e. high or low values of �, slotting allowances will not be observed.

There seems to be a broad consensus that channel bargaining power has shifted

from upstream �rms to downstream �rms in many industries over the last couple

of decades, not least in the grocery sector. This generates a downward shift of the

dotted line in Figure 1. In the limit as � ! 0 (full retailer bargaining power) we

see that there will be slotting allowances for all goods where � > �; i.e. for goods

where demand is not very sensitive to the manufacturer�s e¤ort level.

The present paper is partly motivated by the FTC (2003) report on the use of

slotting allowances in the grocery sector. As discussed in the introduction, FTC

states that with slotting allowances a retailer may �nd it optimal to o¤er relatively
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high wholesale prices. Thereby the manufacturer has incentives to invest more in

non-contractible sales e¤ort than would otherwise be the case, and the retailer can

be compensated for the high wholesale prices through the slotting fee. While this is

correct, it may leave the impression that wholesale prices and sales e¤ort investments

are higher with than without slotting allowances. That is not necessarily true. To

see why, let us impose the restriction that S = 0: Then the retailer�s pro�t is simply

equal to his pro�t margin times sales, �r = (p� w)q: A higher unit wholesale price
reduces the retailer�s pro�t margin, but will also expand sales. At the outset, it is

thus ambiguous whether d�r=dw is positive or negative. Using equations (1), (7),

and (11) we �nd

d�r
dw

����
S=0

= q
d (p� w)
dw| {z }
�

+ (p� w) dq
dw| {z }

+

= q
1� �
�

: (19)

To interpret this, note from (11) that dx=dw = 1=�: The manufacturer will thus

undertake greater e¤ort investments subsequent to an increase in w the smaller �:

Put di¤erently, the smaller �; the larger is the positive shift in the demand curve that

the retailer can generate by increasing w: For � < 1 this e¤ect is su¢ ciently strong to

outweigh the drop in the retailer�s pro�t margin (while the opposite is true for � > 1):

If the marginal e¤ort costs (as measured by �) are su¢ ciently low, and S = 0; the

retailer may over-stimulate demand compared to what maximizes aggregate pro�t

for the �rms. More precisely, in the Appendix we prove the following:

Proposition 3 For services where demand is sensitive to the manufacturer�s e¤ort,

� < 1, unit wholesale prices and investments are lower with slotting allowances

(S� > 0) than without slotting allowances (S = 0).

Recall that slotting allowances will be observed under a two-part tari¤ if � <e�(�). Proposition 3 holds for any distribution of bargaining power between the
retailer and the manufacturer where � < e�(�), and it is easily veri�ed that aggregate
channel pro�t is always at least as high with as without slotting allowances.

The general insight from Proposition 3 is that the manufacturer�s choice of e¤ort

level will become more e¢ cient from a channel point of view (higher aggregate pro�t)
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if we go from a situation with only linear wholesale prices to one with slotting

allowances. But in general we cannot say whether this leads to higher or lower

investments.

2.3 Welfare

The main focus of this paper is on the occurrence of slotting allowances versus fran-

chising fees when the manufacturer makes non-contractible sales e¤ort. However, we

will also brie�y discuss welfare e¤ects of slotting allowances, since this has been the

subject of numerous public investigations and debates. Following the convention in

the literature, we de�ne welfare as the sum of consumer surplus (CS) and aggregate

pro�t (�):

W = CS +�: (20)

It is clear that aggregate pro�t cannot be lower with a two-part tari¤ (tp) than

with linear wholesale pricing (lp), since the �rms have one additional instrument

at their disposal in the former case. For any distributions of bargaining power we

therefore have:

�tp � �lp (21)

While the ranking of pro�ts between tp and lp is independent of �; the same

is not necessarily true for consumer surplus. To see why, note that the larger the

retailer�s bargaining power under lp, the lower is the unit wholesale price that he

has to o¤er the manufacturer, other things equal. A lower wholesale price in turn

translates into a lower end-user price. It can thus be shown that consumer surplus

under lp is decreasing in �; dCS=d� < 0. Speci�cally, this means that consumer

surplus is higher if the whole bargaining power belongs to the retailer (� = 0) than

if it belongs to the manufacturer (� = 1): In the Appendix we further show that

consumer surplus under a two-part tari¤ is somewhere between these two extremes,

such that we have:8

8Note that we do not need to specify who has the bargaining power with a two-part tari¤; as
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CS�=0lp > CStp > CS
�=1
lp (22)

It is consequently unclear how consumers are a¤ected by a change from lp to tp;

they are more likely to lose the stronger the bargaining position of the retailer.

The explanation of why CStp > CS�=1lp is that the double marginalization prob-

lem is particularly pronounced if the manufacturer has the bargaining power and the

�rms use a linear wholesale tari¤. Indeed, we will then have double marginalization

even in the limit � ! 1; since the manufacturer will always set w > c under lp.

Otherwise the �rm will make no pro�t.

To see why CS�=0lp > CStp, recall that the only reason why the retailer might

prefer w > c is to encourage the manufacturer to make e¤ort investments. However,

with a linear wholesale tari¤ an increase in w has a direct negative e¤ect on the

retailer�s pro�t. This is not so with a two-part tari¤, since a higher w then allows

the retailer to charge a higher slotting fee, other things equal. This tends to make the

retailer more willing to o¤er the manufacturer a high unit wholesale price: Indeed,

he will be willing to increase w at the expense of a higher end-user price and lower

downstream pro�t as long as total channel pro�t increases. In this sense the double

marginalization problem is magni�ed with a two-part tari¤ compared to a linear

wholesale price where the retailer has the bargaining power. Thereby consumer

surplus is lower in the former case.

With respect to total welfare, we can state the following:

Proposition 4 Welfare with a two-part wholesale tari¤ (tp) is higher than with

linear wholesale pricing (lp) if (i) the manufacturer has the full bargaining power

(� = 1), or (ii) the retailer has the full bargaining power (� = 0) and � 2
�
1=2; �

�
or � 2 (0:72; 2:07).

Proof. See Appendix.

shown above, the value of � only determines the split of aggregate pro�t between the �rms, and

does not a¤ect prices or e¤ort levels.
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2.4 How to Achieve the Integrated Channel Outcome

The analysis above makes it clear that the manufacturer will not make any non-

contractible e¤ort investments unless w > c; and that this generates a double mar-

ginalization problem which implies that total pro�t is lower than in an integrated

channel. In this section we shall brie�y discuss revenue sharing, resale price main-

tenance (RPM) and delegation of retail pricing as ancillary restraints that may be

used to solve this problem. In addition, we will discuss whether a disintegrated

channel can achieve the same pro�t as an integrated channel if there are repeated

interactions between the retailer and the manufacturer.

2.4.1 Revenue Sharing

Within the franchising literature it is often assumed that the franchisor may o¤er a

three-part tari¤ to the franchisee; a lump-sum franchising fee, a unit wholesale price,

and a revenue-sharing rate expressed as a fraction of the franchisee�s gross revenues

(see e.g. Lal, 1990). An analogous contract in the present case will be that the �rms

use a contract of the form Trs = fS;w; �g, where S is the slotting allowance, w is
the unit wholesale price, and 1 � � is the fraction of the gross retail sales revenue
that the retailer pays to the manufacturer (the subscript rs indicates that revenue

sharing is used in addition to a two-part tari¤). We assume that 0 < � � 1. The

timing structure is similar to the basic model. The pro�ts of the retailer and the

manufacturer are given by:

�r;rs = (�p� w) (v + x� p) + S

�m;rs = [(1� �)p+ w � c] (v + x� p)� S � �
x2

2

Holding x �xed, and solving the �rst-order condition @�r;rs=@p = 0 at stage 2,

we �nd that9

prs =
v + x

2
+
w

2�
: (23)

9Since @2�r;rs=@p2 = �2�; the second-order condition is ful�lled if � > 0:
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Comparing (4) and (23) we see that the retailer can ensure the same end-user

price as under channel integration for any given x if he sets the unit wholesale price

equal to �c:Holding p �xed, we further �nd from stage 2 that @�m;rs=@x = 0 which

implies that x = [p (1� �) + w � c] =�: Using equation (23) and wrs = �c this yields:

xrs =
(v � c) (1� �)
2�� (1� �) ; (24)

From equations (5) and (24) we note that the �rms in the limit can achieve the same

e¤ort level as under channel integration (xrs ! xic) if � ! 0: This in turn implies

that prs ! pic. Consequently, the unit wholesale price is used as an instrument to

implement the integrated channel price, whereas the revenue-sharing parameter is

used to implement the integrated channel sales e¤ort. The �xed fee S depends on

� as before.

2.4.2 Resale Price Maintenance (RPM)

Under Resale price maintenance (RPM) the retail price is decided by the manufac-

turer. A combination of RPM and a wholesale price may then be used to achieve

the channel integration outcome.10 The �xed fee determines the distribution of the

total channel pro�t. The double marginalization problem is then avoided by limiting

the retailer�s control over the retail price. Until recently, there have been general

per se bans towards RPM both in The United States and in Europe. However, in

June 2007 the US Supreme Court overruled the nearly one-hundred year old per se

ban on RPM (Leegin Creative Leather Products, Inc. v. PSKS, 2007).11 Like other

vertical restraints, RPM is now to be judged by the rule of reason, and RPM may

then be an available instrument to solve the type of channel coordination problems

considered in the present paper.12 However, despite the Leegin case there is reason

to believe that RPM raises more anti-trust concerns compared to alternative vertical

10We would like to thank one of the referees for proposing this alternative.
11See Foros; Kind and Sha¤er (2008) for a discussion of some implications of the Leegin decision.
12For an overview of the literature on RPM see Overstreet (1983) and Mathewson and Winter

(1998).
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restraints, and the per se ban is still in e¤ect in Europe. Besides, in practice, it is

potentially a problem that under RPM the retail price is not decided by the player

with most hands-on market experience (see, e.g., Rey and Tirole, 1986).

2.4.3 Delegation of Retail Pricing

Delegation of retail pricing may be an alternative solution to the double marginal-

ization problem, and we shall brie�y discuss how this may work out. To this end,

assume that the retailer splits his activities between a headquarter (HQ) and a retail

subsidiary, where the former is responsible for procurements (the bargaining with

the manufacturer) and the latter for end-user pricing. We maintain the same basic

timing structure as we have used earlier. This means that HQ bargains the whole-

sale contract with the manufacturer at stage 1. The good is then sold from the HQ

to the retail subsidiary at a unit transfer price t that is possibly di¤erent from w.

The retail subsidiary thus perceives t as the real marginal costs when it determines

the end-user price which maximizes its own pro�t at stage 2 (simultaneously with

the manufacturer�s choice of sales e¤ort). If the retailer headquarters can credibly

commit to the size of t before the manufacturer decides her sales e¤ort, the �rms

may achieve the same outcome as under channel integration (where the �xed fee S

depends on �).

What begs a question is in particular whether the HQ has the ability to commit

to an observable arm�s length transfer price before the manufacturer decides the

level of sales e¤ort. If not, then the best the HQ can do is to set t = w, and

delegation will not solve the double marginalization problem. This resembles the

result in Hirshleifer (1956).

2.4.4 Repeated interaction

Due to the non-contractible nature of the manufacturer�s sales e¤ort, there exists

a commitment problem for the disintegrated channel in a one-shot game with a

simple two-part tari¤. From the well-known "Folk theorem" in repeated games, we

know that the use of appropriate trigger strategies to punish deviations from the
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joint pro�t maximization outcome can help solve the problem, provided that there

is not too much discounting of future pro�ts in an in�nitely repeated game.13 Note,

however, that we do not have to rely on tacit collusion between the parties, since we

consider a vertical relationship where formal contracts are unlikely to raise any legal

concerns from competition authorities. Note also that in the present model, the

manufacturer is the only �rm that has an incentive to deviate from the joint pro�t

maximization solution. Any sharing of surplus according to Nash bargaining with

� < 1 results in the manufacturer receiving a share � of the ex post surplus, while the

full cost of the non-contractible retail sales e¤ort is carried by the manufacturer ex

ante. This is similar to the problem of moral hazard in teams, and a possible solution

could be to specify a contract where the manufacturer receives a disadvantageous

share of the surplus if demand deviates su¢ ciently much from its expected value

in one or several periods.14 An alternative approach, inspired by Hart and Moore

(1988), could be to investigate the case where renegotiation is possible after the

retailer and manufacturer have chosen prices and sales e¤ort.

3 Concluding remarks

A manufacturer�s incentives to undertake non-contractible investments depend on

the pro�t margin on her sales to the retailer. Slotting allowances can facilitate such

incentives by increasing unit wholesale prices. It is therefore tempting to conclude

that slotting allowances should be particularly prevalent for product categories where

the manufacturer�s scope for undertaking non-contractible sales e¤ort is relatively

large. However, this is at odds with FTC�s �nding that slotting allowances are more

commonly used for non-perishable products - where demand presumably is relatively

insensitive to non-contractible sales e¤ort - than for perishable products.

In this article we have set up a simple model with one manufacturer and one

13See, e.g., Friedman (1971) or Rubinstein (1979). Similarly, the joint pro�t maximization

outcome can be supported by trigger strategies if, in a �nite game of uncertain duration, there is

su¢ ciently high probability that the game continues to the next period.
14See, e.g., Holmstrom (1982).
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retailer, and where the predictions from the model are consistent with the observa-

tions reported by FTC. For product categories where there is signi�cant scope for

stimulating demand through non-contractible sales e¤ort by the manufacturer, even

a retailer with full bargaining power may �nd it optimal to pay the manufacturer a

franchising fee. On the other hand, we are more likely to see slotting allowances for

goods where the scope of non-contractible e¤ort is more limited. Our model thus

accentuates that there is no one-to-one relationship between retailers�bargaining

power and the frequency and size of slotting allowances.

To our knowledge there are few empirical analyses of whether the distribution of

bargaining power di¤ers between product categories. One exception is Sexton and

Zhang (1996), who �nd support for increased retail bargaining power for agricultural

products due to the severe inelasticity of supply. Furthermore, we observe that

retailers with signi�cant bargaining power provide support for product innovation to

manufacturers, and such support may be interpreted as a �xed fee (i.e. a franchising

fee). However, the empirical literature on slotting allowances (e.g. Sudhir and

Rao, 2006, and Bloom et al, 2000) typically restricts the attention to cases with

positive slotting allowances. There is thus a need for empirical analysis investigating

the distribution of bargaining power and the use of slotting allowances as well as

franchising fees across product categories.

Finally, the paper makes it clear that unit wholesale prices - and thus non-

contractible demand-enhancing investments - may be lower with than without two-

part wholesale tari¤s. The total channel pro�t will obviously be higher when two-

part tari¤s are used compared to the case with linear wholesale pricing. However,

in contrast to the case where it is the retailer who undertakes non-contractible sales

e¤ort, a two-part tari¤ is not su¢ cient to resemble the outcome under channel

integration in the case at hand. The coordination problem is thus more di¢ cult

when it is the manufacturer who undertakes non-contractible sales e¤ort compared

to the case where the retailer determines both price and e¤ort.

This may have consequences for vertical merger incentives. Since it is more di¢ -

cult to resemble the channel integration outcome when the manufacturer undertakes

non-contractible e¤ort than when the retailer undertakes such e¤ort, the incentives
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for vertical mergers may, all other things equal, be higher in the former than in the

latter case.
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5 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 3:

Let us consider the outcome under linear wholesale pricing, and introduce the

constraint that S = 0 on the bargaining game at stage 1. The �rst order condition

with respect to w in (14) becomes

d

dw

�
(�m)

� (�r)
1��� = ��(v � c) (w � c� � [v � w])

2
+(w�c) (v � w) (1� �) (25)

To indicate how a restriction on pricing structure would in�uence prices and

e¤ort, we compare the outcome with linear wholesale pricing and a two-part tari¤.

By inserting for w = w� (15) into (25), the �rst order condition (25) becomes

d

dw

�
(�m)

� (�r)
1�������

w=w�
= 2 (1� �)S� (26)

where S� is given by (16). When equation (26) is positive, the unit wholesale price

(and consequently the level of manufacturer�s sales e¤ort) will be higher under linear

wholesale pricing than with a two-part tari¤. This is the case if � < e�(�); such that
S� > 0; and � < 1. QED.
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Proof of inequality (22) and Proposition 4:

With the demand function (1) we can express consumer surplus as

CS =
q2

2
: (27)

Inserting for (17) into (27) we �nd that consumer surplus under a two-part tari¤

equals

CStp =
1

2

�
� (1 + �)

2 [N(�) + �]

�2
(v � c)2 : (28)

Using (12) and (15) we further �nd that �tp =
�(�+2)

4(N(�)+�)
(v � c)2 : Summing CStp

and �tp, welfare under a two-part tari¤ can be expressed as

Wtp =
�
�
7�+ 10�2 � 4 + 3�3

�
8 [N(�) + �]2

(v � c)2 : (29)

The outcome of the second stage, where the manufacturer chooses e¤ort level

and the retailer chooses the end-user price, is given by equation (11), independent

of whether we have a two-part wholesale tari¤ or only linear wholesale pricing.

Suppose that we have a linear wholesale price, and that the manufacturer has the

whole bargaining power. Solving wlp = argmax �M in this case yields

w�=1lp =
v + c

2
and x�=1lp =

1

2�
(v � c) ; (30)

CS�=1lp =
(1 + �)2

32�2
(v � c)2 and W�=1

lp =
3 + 6�+ 7�2

32�2
(v � c)2 : (31)

If instead the retailer has the bargaining power, we solve wlp = argmax�R: We

then �nd

� > 1 : w�=0lp = c; x�=0lp = 0; CS�=0lp =
1

8
(v � c)2 ; W�=0

lp =
3

8
(v � c)2 : (32)

� 2
�
1

2
; 1

�
: w�=0lp = v; x�=0lp =

v � c
�
; CS�=0lp =

1

8�2
(v � c)2 ; W �=0

lp =
3

8�2
(v � c)2 :

For consumer surplus we now �nd

� = 1 : CStp � CS�=1lp =

�
1� �2

�2 �
N(�) + �+ 2�2

�
32 [N (�) + �]2 �2

(v � c)2 > 0 (33)

� = 0 and � 2
�
1

2
; 1

�
: CStp � CS�=0lp =

� (1� �)
�
�2 + �� 1

�
(v � c)2

8�2 [N (�) + �]2
�
N (�) + �+ �2 + �3

��1 < 0
� = 0 and � > 1 : CStp � CS�=0lp =

� (�� 1) (v � c)2

8 [N (�) + �]2
�
N (�) + 2�+ �2

��1 < 0:
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The inequalities in (33) prove (22).

For welfare we have

� = 1 : Wtp �W �=1
lp =

�
1� �2

�2
(v � c)2

32 [N (�) + �]2 �2
�
5�2 + 6�� 3

��1 > 0 for � 6= 1 (34)

� = 0 and � 2
�
1

2
; 1

�
: Wtp �W �=0

lp =

�
3�4 + 7�3 � 9�+ 3

�
(v � c)2

8�2 [N (�) + �]2
�
�2 + �� 1

��1 < 0 for � 2 ��; 0:72�
� = 0 and � � 1 : Wtp �W�=0

lp =

�
�2 + 8�� 2�3 � 3

�
(v � c)2

8 [N (�) + �]2
< 0 for � > 2:07:

Proposition 4 follows from (34).
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